MR characterization of brain and brain tumor response to radiotherapy.
This paper describes our experience in using the T1 and T2 relaxation times for quantitative evaluation of brain and brain tumor response to radiation therapy. Twenty-two computed T1 and 22 computed T2 images were obtained from 66 routine inversion-recovery and spin-echo magnetic resonance (MR) brain scans. The relaxation times of the brain tissues, determined from the computed images, were examined as a function of the absorbed dose. Statistical evaluation of the results showed no significant difference between the relaxation times of irradiated and not irradiated tissues, including tumor and normal white matter. Influence of the magnetic field strength and imaging techniques on the computed T1 and T2 values was confirmed. We conclude that the relaxation time values, as obtained today using conventional MR scanner and standard software, are not specific enough to warrant a correct assessment of the acute radiation effect on the brain tissues.